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Redeﬁning
Technology
Distribution

About Us
MBUZZ - ICT Solution leader established in 2007 headquartered in
KSA with an extended geographical presence in the Middle East,
Africa & Europe.
Being a technology company, MBUZZ has been at the edge of
promoting the adoption of information and communication
infrastructures across the region since the last decade.
Taking pride in representing world-class vendors and proliferating
distribution network across the region, MBUZZ is a technology leader
addressing the core sense of Industrial Revolution 4.O.

Business Vision
Strategically promoting the adoption of new technology with a futuristic
thrust by means of distribution partners, pioneering vendors and worldclass products; our vision is all about establishing the essence of a new
modernity.
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Summary
Established in 2007
Headquartered in Riyadh-KSA & Geographical presence in Middle East, Africa and Europe
Technology Leader in Cognitive Infrastructures & Value-Added ICT Distributions
Successfully delivered 400+ varied scopes in KSA, UAE, Kuwait, Bahrain, Morocco
Outstanding references like Jeddah Airport, PNU, Makkah Clock Tower, ARAMCO, KAPSARC, Royal Palaces, National Guard Hospitals.
Experienced in managing complex and challenging requirements across all verticals
300+ employees
The group is committed to continue adding new strategic vendors to their portfolio to deliver the ﬁnest products and services to the
channel partners and clients
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Geographical Presence

Branch
Oﬃces
• Riyadh
• Jeddah
• Dubai
• Kuwait
• Morocco
MIDDLE EAST | AFRICA | EUROPE

• Ireland
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Logistics Facilities

Stock Points
• Jebal Ali
• Dubai
• Riyadh
• Jeddah
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Business Units
Client Computing &
Workstations

Server & Storage

Video
Surveillance

Document
Imaging

Wireless &
Networking

Components

Gaming

Mobility &
Lifestyle

Software Deﬁned
Networking (SDN)

Personal
Storage

Power Solutions

Audiovisuals

Backup &
Disaster Recovery
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Our Brands
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Build Your Perfect Solution

Client Computing & Workstations | Server & Storage |
Gaming Components | Audiovisuals
ASUS is a multinational company known for the world's best motherboards, PCs, monitors,
graphics cards and routers. They have driven to become the most-admired innovative
leading technology enterprise. With a global workforce that includes more than 5,000 R&D
professionals, ASUS leads the industry through cutting-edge design and innovations made
to create the most ubiquitous, intelligent, heartfelt and joyful smart life for everyone. Inspired
by the “In search of Incredible” brand spirit, Asus won an average of more than 11 prestigious
awards every day in the year 2018. It is ranked as one of Forbes' global 2000 Top regarded
companies, Thomson Reuters'' Top 100 Global Tech Leaders and Fortune's World's most
Admired Companies.

Servers
Graphic Cards

Mini PC

Workstations
Motherboards

www.mbuzztech.com

Displays
Projectors
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Server & Storage | Workstations | Components | Gaming
As a global leader in high performance, high-efﬁciency server technology and innovation,
Supermicro develops and provide end-to-end green computing solutions to the Data Center,
Cloud Computing, Enterprise IT, Big Data, HPC and Embedded Markets. The Supermicro
Building Block Solutions approach allows us to provide a broad range of SKUs, and enables
us to build and deliver application-optimized solutions based upon your requirements.

Servers

Workstations

Motherboards

Chassis

www.mbuzztech.com
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A Leader in Its Class

Server & Storage
ASUSTOR is a leading innovator and provider of private cloud storage (Network Attached
Storage) and video surveillance (Network Video Recorder) solutions, also specializing in the
development and integration of related ﬁrmware, hardware and applications. Asustor is one
of the best in its class of providing the world with unparalleled user experience and the most
complete set of network storage solutions possible.

Network Attached Storage (NAS)

Network Video Recorders (NVR)

www.mbuzztech.com
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Powerful, Aﬀordable, Reliable NAS Data Storage

Server & Storage
Founded in 2010, TerraMaster is a professional brand that focuses on storage products,
including network-attached storage and direct-attached storage, which is sold in more than
40 countries and regions. Products of TerraMaster are mainly designed for customers such
as small and medium business and home users. With its core competitiveness in excellent
hardware design and strong developing ability, TerraMaster aims to provide customers with
excellent products that offer reliability and value.

Personal &
SOHO NAS

SMB &
Enterprise NAS

www.mbuzztech.com

Video Editing Pro
RAID Storage
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Simplifying Data Protection

Backup & Disaster Recovery
VEMBU Technologies, founded in 2002, has ventured into the Backup and Disaster Recovery
Market with a focus on building a comprehensive data protection solution. Over the decade,
VEMBU has established itself as one of the pioneers in BDR solutions which is trusted by
various organizations in different sectors like private, public and government to protect their
critical data. VEMBU offers great reliability and value to ensure data protection and business
continuity for the IT infrastructure of every business. Vembu solutions are designed to protect
data across diverse IT environments that include virtual, physical and cloud workloads.

Backup & Recovery

VMware Backup & Replication

Windows Image Backup

Hyper-V Backup

File & Application Backup

Oﬃce 365 backup

G Suite Backup

Online Backup

BDR360

www.mbuzztech.com
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Document Imaging
Respected as one of the world-class imaging solution providers, Plustek Inc, is dedicated
tomanufacturing high-quality, professional scanners for businesses, professionals and
consumers.
Plustek ‘s Innovative products are designed through the contribution and voices collected
from users and various technology and trade partners to ensure these products meet and
exceed their expectations.

ADF Scanners
Portable Scanners

Network Scanners

Flatbed Scanners

Passport Readers

www.mbuzztech.com

ID Card Scanners
Film & Photo Scanners
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Document Imaging
As an innovator of a cutting-edge technology company in China and the inventor of a smart
book scanner, CZUR is committed to designing and developing products that can reshape
the modern workplace environment. Team CZUR always believes that technology can
provide convenience at work through continuous improvements and innovations. CZUR Tech
focuses on addressing the existing overlooked part of the ofﬁce or workplace.

Smart Scanner

Professional Book Scanner

www.mbuzztech.com
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Optimize Your Business Processes

Document Imaging
As a global software developer, Dokmee's array of software solutions is aimed at the
Document Imaging Industry. Dokmee's two premier solutions, Dokmee DMS and Dokmee
Capture are used by thousands of end-users in more than thirty countries and is available in
several different languages.
Organizations worldwide across various industries, including Accounting, Legal, Health
Care, Education and Real Estate use Dokmee solutions to streamline and optimize their ﬁlesharing capabilities and imaging processes as they strive to become digital.

dms

Document
Management Software

capture

Document Capture

ecm

Enterprise Content
Management

www.mbuzztech.com

cloud

Cloud and
Mobile ECM
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Join the SOLID storage revolution.
Because spinning media is winding down.

Components
Micron memory and storage solutions deﬁne what the world can do with data. With 37,000
members, in 18 different countries, works with countless customers to innovate every day and
purse the products that will shape how we live and work tomorrow.
Move beyond processing power by choosing the right memory and storage technologies to
give you more control over the essential systems that affect your business. Micron helps you
scale, simplify, consolidate and automate to get the maximum value out of your data center.

Client SSD

Enterprise SSD

www.mbuzztech.com
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The Memory And Storage Experts™

Components | Gaming
As a brand of Micron, one of the largest memory manufacturers in the world, Crucial brings
you thequality and expertise that's been built into new computers for 40-plus years. You'll
notice the difference.
Every Crucial memory module and SSD must pass hundreds of quality inspections and
undergo additional reliability testing before leaving the doors.
Memory runs the app you use all day, every day, and SSDs store your digital life.
Reliability is important.

Client DRAM

Gaming DRAM

www.mbuzztech.com

Client SSD
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Components | Personal Storage
For more than 20 years, Lexar has been trusted as a leading global brand of memory solutions
– so we know ﬁrst-hand just how quickly data is transforming our world. Our award-winning
lineup performs second-to-none and includes memory cards, USB ﬂash drives, readers, and
solid-state drives for retail and OEM customers. Whether shooting photos, capturing video, or
simply transferring and sharing ﬁles on the go, Lexar memory solutions provide the
performance and reliability needed to get the most from your digital device.

Client &
Portable SSD

USB Flash Drives

Micro SD
Cards

Digital Imaging
Cards

www.mbuzztech.com

Card Readers
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Memory Of A Lifetime

Components | Personal Storage | Gaming
With over 20 years of computer peripherals production and sales experience, Team Group
Inc. has built up a strong center in Taiwan for production and R&D. TEAMGROUP mainly
produces its own brand of memory modules, memory cards, USB ﬂash drives, solid-state
drives, peripheral series, mobile accessories and industrial applications. Gaming
competitions have drawn worldwide attention in recent years, TEAMGROUP integrated its
gaming memory modules into the “T-Force” product line which is speciﬁcally designed for
people who pursue extremely high speed and excellent performance.

128

Client &
Portable SSD

Client &
Gaming DRAM

USB Flash
Drives

Micro SD Cards

www.mbuzztech.com

SD Cards
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Taking You Beyond Ordinary

Components | Gaming | Personal Storage
PNY portfolio includes a broad assortment of USB Flash Drives, Flash Memory Cards,
PowerPack Portable Battery Chargers for smartphones & tablets, PC Memory Upgrades,
Solid-State Drives, Cables, Adapters, NVIDIA Graphics Cards, and HP Flash Memory
Products. With products geared towards Mobility, Digital Imaging, Computing, and Gaming
solutions, PNY products function with a wide variety of computer and digital devices to
provide a plethora of enduser solutions.
PNY product partners include HP and NVIDIA, as well as many other private label brands. The
company is constantly exploring new options to broaden our product assortment.

Graphic Cards

Client & Portable SSD

www.mbuzztech.com

Flash Storage
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Gaming | Power Solutions
Focused on combining superior design with the latest advances in technology, BitFenix
creates state-of-the-art computer hardware and peripherals that blur the line between man
and machine.
Combining a deep understanding of gaming and other high-demand computing applications
with superior engineering and design know-how, the BitFenix Team is dedicated to creating
the go-to computing products and peripherals for those who refuse to quit.

Gaming Chassis

Power Supplies

www.mbuzztech.com
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Intelligent Video Total Solution Provider
Video Surveillance
As an industry-leading intelligent video products and solutions provider, since its foundation
in 1997, SUNELL Technology Corporation has aimed to be a top international security
enterprise, and provide prominent Surveillance Solutions. SUNELL has passed the ISO9001
and ISO14001 authentication, and SUNELL Products are accredited by CE, FCC, RoHS and
CMA, etc. Shenzhen SUNELL Technology Corporation has established nearly 30 branch
ofﬁces around China and the products have been sold to over 80 countries.
Video Surveillance System – SUNELL SECURITY provides end to end solutions for SOHO,
SMB and Enterprise Businesses. SUNELL has assisted the construction of Smart City as well
as increase safety in the industries of Finance, Energy Source, Forest, Transportation,
Intelligent Building etc., providing a high-quality safe life for people.

Network Cameras
Dome And Bullet Cameras

HD Analog Cameras

PTZ Cameras

Temperature And
Measurement System

Thermal Cameras

NVR

DVR

www.mbuzztech.com

Video Management
Software (sunview)
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Better Security, Better World

Video Surveillance
UNIVIEW is a pioneer and leader of IP video surveillance. Firstly, introduced IP video
surveillance to China, UNIVIEW now is the third largest player in video surveillance in China.
In 2018, UNIVIEW has the 4th largest global market share.
UNIVIEW Body Temperature Measurement System can function of rapid temperature
screening in airports, high-speed railway stations, passenger transport stations, government
buildings, ﬁnancial institutions, hospitals, shopping malls, high-end ofﬁce buildings, large
industrial parks and other places with large staff turnover to effectively avoid cross-infection.

UNIVIEW Body Temperature Measurement System

www.mbuzztech.com
MIDDLE EAST • AFRICA • EUROPE
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Better Security, Better World

Video Surveillance
UNIARCH Powered by UNIVIEW hits the entry-level surveillance market with brand-new IP
products which own incredible highly cost performance and advanced features.
UNIARCH includes IP cameras and video recorders that is the optimal option for the small-tomedium business applications such as residential, retail stores. They are capable of
providing Ultra 265, maximum 95% bandwidth and storage reduction, wide dynamic range to
ensure excellent image with signiﬁcant foreground and background illumination difference.
UNIARCH offers complete surveillance solution based on Network Camera, Network Video
Recorder, Switch, Software: Mobile Surveillance App and Video Management Software.

Network Camera

www.mbuzztech.com
MIDDLE EAST • AFRICA • EUROPE

Network Video
Recorder

Display
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Reliability for Today, Scalability for Tomorrow

Video Surveillance | Components
As Big Data drives demand for more distributed storage in the cloud and on-premises,
enterprise server and storage systems need to be built using trusted solutions.
Toshiba offers formatted capacities as high as 16TB with interface options including SATA
and SAS and delivers 24/7 operations. It provides the capacity and advanced technologies to
meet the special demands of the datacenter and cloud-scale infrastructures.

16

Surveillance Drives

NAS Drives

www.mbuzztech.com

Enterprise Drives
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Software Deﬁned Fabric™

Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN)
Kaloom is comprised of a group of technology veterans with proven track records of
delivering largescale networking, analytics and Al-based Solutions for the world's largest
networks. Having come from leading companies including Ericcson, Xelerated, Cisco,
Redback Networks, 3Com. Nortel and Apple, we have come together to address the
emerging challenges in data center networking.

Data Center Fabrics

Software Deﬁned Fabric™

www.mbuzztech.com

Cloud Edge Fabric™
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Transforming The Way The World Connects

Wireless & Networking
Edge-Core Networks Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Accton Technology
Corporation, the leading network ODM. Edge-Core Networks delivers wired and wireless
networking products and solutions through channel partners and system integrators
worldwide for data center, server provider, enterprise and SMB customers. Edge-Core
network is the leader in open networking providing a full line of 1GbE, 10GbE, 25GbE, 40GbE,
50GbE, and 100GbE open and OCP switches that offer the choice of NOS and SDN software
for data center, telecommunications, and enterprise network use cases.

Network Switches

Access Points

www.mbuzztech.com

Hotspot Gateway
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The Smart & Visual To A Guess-free Network Plan

Wireless & Networking
Founded in 1995, EnGenius is positioned as a wireless solution provider, with a
comprehensive product line for Wireless AP, AP Controller, POE Switch and networking cloud
platform. With years of leadership in the long-range wireless, EnGenius provides total network
connectivity solutions for home consumers, small and medium-sized businesses, enterprises
and various environments such as corporates, hospitality, etc.
EnGenius wireless network helps an organization to increase the productivity and efﬁciency
of a network. Thus, giving their employees a new level of freedom and ﬂexibility. With neverending network demands, EnGenius offers: Simpliﬁed WLAN Management, Low-Cost
Management, Mobility, Secure guest access and many more….

Network Switches

Access Points

www.mbuzztech.com

Cloud Solutions
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Audio Visuals
With a heritage exceeding 30 years of developing award-winning products and services,
ViewSonic helps the world to see the difference between the ordinary and the inspiring.
ViewSonic offers the most completed line of innovative display solutions for work, play and
education.

Professional &
Gaming Monitors

Interactive Displays

Projectors

www.mbuzztech.com
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Power Your Dream

Power Solutions
Founded in 1995, Huntkey is a leading global provider of power strips, surge protectors,
power supplies, adapters, and chargers. Huntkey is an Asia renowned brand, a member of
The International Power Supply Manufacturer's Association (PSMA) and China Power Supply
Society (CPSS). With vision and endeavour to make people's daily lives simpler and better,
Huntkey has established its advanced R&D system to provide hundreds of millions of
customers with intelligent products, giving them a revolutionary user experience.

Power Strips &
Surge Protectors

Power Supplies

www.mbuzztech.com
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Success Factors...!
• Product Training
• Technical Support
• Marketing Support
• Project Support
• Ontime Response
• Faster Delivery
• After Sales Service

www.mbuzztech.com
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Innovative Marketing
• E-Mail Marketing
• Social Media
• Print Media
• Training Events
• Exhibitions
• Web Based Training
• SEO & SEM

www.mbuzztech.com
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Our Competitive Advantage
• Visionary Leadership
• 12 Years of Experience
• Industry Know - How
• Experienced Professionals
• Pre - Sales Support
• Strong Financials
• Eﬃcient Logistics
• Geographic Reach

www.mbuzztech.com
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Thank You!

UAE: Oﬃce 313, Al Nasr Plaza, P.O Box:124452, Dubai. Ph: +971 4 330 4125
HQ: Building CS-01, Al-Raidah Digital City, Riyadh, KSA. Ph: +966 50 89 70770

